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This is a list of items of interest to our readership. It comprises papers that have come out elsewhere and are worth consideration, notices of books under contract and published (some of which we may review in Other Education in due course) and research informed commercial activity of potential use to some readers. This is a new venture for Other Education and we welcome submissions and suggestions. We do not take queries from readers interested in information provided here: please follow the relevant link, if available. If you have an item for this Research Related Alternative Education News page, please contact Helen - editor@othereducation.org

News of Interesting Books Published (not yet reviewed by Other Education)

  Part of the Palgrave Studies in Alternative Education book series (PSAE)

  Part of the Palgrave Studies in Alternative Education book series (PSAE)


  Part of the Palgrave Studies in Alternative Education book series (PSAE)

**News of Alternative Education Related Books Forthcoming (contracts signed, etc)**

• David Jeffrey: *Applying the timeless wisdom of ancient Daoism in today’s classrooms through teacher diary studies*, to be published by Information Age Publishing (IAP) [www.infoagepub.com](http://www.infoagepub.com) within the series *Current perspectives on Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, and Education*, Eds. Hongyu Wang, Jing Lin, Heesoon Bai, and Xin Li. You can read some of David’s work related to this book within the archive of *Other Education*.

**News of Interesting Papers Published**


**Research Informed Commercial Activity Relating to Alternative Education**

• Jane Hartley: *Learn how to create a stress-free home-education haven in just 6 weeks*  
A course for home-educating families to help them to reduce their stress levels for those noticing a negative impact that their stress is having on their children and their children’s learning.

You can access the course here: [https://www.drjanehartley.com/home-education-haven](https://www.drjanehartley.com/home-education-haven)  
The first 100 people to sign up will receive a 50% discount.